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Introduction
As a business owner sometimes they look to split the order as per the quantity
and different orders ids for each quantity and products.

This helps the admin to keep track of all the orders and help to reconcile all
the orders as well from the backend side.

There are also some more reason when store owners looking for split the order
by quantity :

a.When a lot of a production order is handled differently than the rest due to
quality reasons, admin can create a separate order to do this.

b.If capacity bottlenecks occur, the portion of the order quantity that is
required immediately can be processed separately.

c.The material availability can only be confirmed for part of the order quantity.
You split the order to create an order with full material availability.

d.If a production order cannot be completed on time, you can split the order to
reduce the order quantity. The reduced order quantity then requires less time
to produce.

Example:
If customer add Product A with two quantities
Product B with two quantities

The total quantities are 4, so it will split the orders as per the quantity

Total 4 separate orders will be created in the xx0001, xx0002, xxx0003 and
xxx0004 format.

Backend Settings of the Extension
Enable the Extension

➢ Navigate to Configuration> Sunarc > Split Order By Quantity > Configuration>
Enable/Disable OR

➢ Choose from navigation panel Split Order By Quantity> Configuration>
➢ Enable - Select “Yes” to enable the extension.
➢ Enter and select the below details:
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Click on ‘Save Config’ to save the configuration settings.

How Does the Extension Work?

On the backend side:

After the set below configuration from backend:
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On the Frontend :

When the customer add the product name: Olivia 1/4 Zip Light Jacket and
Push It Messenger Bag

Use case: With Products

a. Product name - Olivia 1/4 Zip Light Jacket
b. Product name: Push It Messenger Bag
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Use case: With Products and their quantity

a. Product name - Olivia 1/4 Zip Light Jacket - 3 Quantity
b. Product name: Push It Messenger Bag- 2 Quantity

On the checkout page:

Customer need to select the methods as per his needs and favourable shipping methods

And after success checkout ;

Use case: With Products

There will be two orders created
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With use case : Products and their Quantities - There will be five orders created.

Features of the Extension

1.It will create separate orders as per the quantity and separate products.
2. The split also splits the shipping, tax and discount/coupons.
2.1.shipping will be equally divided between splitted orders.
2.2. Tax will be equally split between orders.
2.3. discount/coupon also equally split in orders.
3. This product will support all magento product types.
4. This will work with payment methods like Cash on delivery and online payment methods
like paypal, authroize.net and stripe.
5. It will create separate invoices for all the orders.
6. From the Magento admin panel, admin users can create the invoice,do the refund
process manually.
7. One email goes to a customer for all splitted orders.

Contact Us

Sometimes  extensions  already installed  on  your  store  may  conflict  with  the  extension.  If 
 you   run   into an   error   we   want   to   help! 

Please   contact   us   at Support Email.
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